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ABSTRACT4

Bedload transport rate in gravel-bed rivers shows large non-Gaussian fluctuations, even5

under steady flow conditions. The development of high-resolution measurement techniques6

during the last two decades creates research opportunities to study the intermittent character7

of bedload transport and the significance of its fluctuations. In this paper, we investigate the8

use of an impact plate as an alternative to video-based technology for laboratory applications.9

The objective is to develop a simple and robust technology that can be run continuously over10

long periods of time. The impact plate is mounted vertically at the flume outlet. This is a11

novel non-intrusive configuration, which reduces the uncertainties in the particle transport12

rate measurement compared to the classical configuration: in that configuration, the impact13

plate is indeed parallel to the bed and the vibrations recorded by the sensor depend a great14

deal on the features of particle motion (e.g., the mode of transport, the angle of impact and15

the particle velocity). In our experiments, we focused on two key variables: the number of16

moving particles and the bedload transport rate. We measured these variables using the17

vertical plate sensor and image processing in different flume experiments. We found that18

the impact plate and the camera reached the same level of accuracy. The vertical impact19

plate can therefore be an efficient measurement technique, which requires reduced costs and20

computational resources.21

Keywords: bedload transport, indirect measurement, calibration, impact plate, image pro-22

cessing.23
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1 INTRODUCTION24

Prediction models for bedload transport in gravel-bed rivers are of primary importance25

to engineering and ecological studies (Recking et al., 2008). Most available equations (e.g.,26

Meyer-Peter and Muller, 1948; Smart and Jaeggi, 1983; Rickenmann, 1990; Lefort, 1991)27

have been calibrated from laboratory measurements and are only valid under specific con-28

ditions (Turowski and Rickenmann, 2011). When applied to mountain rivers, these bedload29

transport equations tend to overestimate bedload transport rates by several orders of magni-30

tude (D’Agostino and Lenzi, 1999; Rickenmann, 2001; Barry, 2004; Comiti and Mao, 2012).31

The development of prediction models therefore continues to attract research efforts (e.g.,32

Ancey, 2010; Recking et al., 2012).33

Field and laboratory observations have shown that bedload transport rate exhibits large34

non-Gaussian fluctuations over time at low water discharges (Ergenzinger, 1988), even under35

steady hydraulic conditions (Gomez and Church, 1989; Singh et al., 2009). The intermittent36

character and the occurrence of large fluctuations of bedload transport rates are a major37

issue for the improvement of bedload transport equations (Ancey et al., 2014). They arise38

from several phenomena, including grain sorting (Iseya and Ikeda, 1987; Hassan et al., 2006),39

the destruction and migration of bedforms (Gomez et al., 1989; Recking et al., 2009), lim-40

ited or varying sediment supply conditions (Benda and Dunne, 1997; Recking, 2012), and41

the combined effect of the turbulent nature of the flow and the nonlinear nature of the en-42

trainment and the transport of bed particles (Einstein, 1950; Paintal, 1971; Ancey et al.,43

2008).44

In order to understand and quantify the effect of these phenomena on bedload transport45

rate fluctuations, high-resolution measurements have been identified as a fundamental need46

for researchers (Marr et al., 2010; Turowski and Rickenmann, 2011). As a consequence, the47

last twenty years have seen great improvements in bedload transport monitoring technologies48

that can be operated continuously over long periods of time. Video-based techniques are49

gaining popularity in laboratory studies and there is a growing interest for passive acoustic50
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methods applied to field studies. In this paper, we are interested in laboratory techniques.51

The classical method for measuring the bedload transport rate during flume experiments52

is to collect and weight the sediment at the flume outlet. This technique provides a direct53

measurement of the bedload transport rate averaged over the collection period (temporal54

average) and the cross-section (spatial average). It is technically arduous, especially for55

measurements on the minute scale. Indeed, the experimentalist needs an efficient system56

to collect and store the sediment samples. Continuous monitoring of the bedload transport57

is not feasible using this method (Zimmermann et al., 2008). Some authors addressed this58

drawback by weighing the sediment container at the flume outlet in real time. This ap-59

proach has two disadvantages: it cannot be operated over extended periods of time since the60

container must be emptied regularly, and the water jet falling in the container disturbs the61

measurement.62

Image processing has progressed substantially over the last two decades and video-based63

techniques for measuring bedload transport rate have developed fast (e.g., Papanicolaou64

et al., 1999; Keshavarzy and Ball, 1999; Frey et al., 2003; Roarty and Bruno, 2006; Zimmer-65

mann et al., 2008; Bombar et al., 2011). They consist in taking images of a portion of the66

flume bed at a high frame rate and detecting the moving grains. The major improvements67

over the traditional method include: a continuous monitoring of bedload transport (sub-68

second measurement frequency), an extended operational time (up to several hours), and69

grain size and velocity complementary data. The main limits of the video-based technology70

are the cost and the need for computational resources to store and process the images.71

Passive acoustic methods technologies have raised an increasing interest since the 1990s72

and have shown promising results for field application. They offer the possibility to provide73

continuous, non-intrusive and potentially more accurate bedload discharge datasets over long74

periods of time (Gray et al., 2010). They may be distinguished in two classes: hydrophones75

and impact sensors. Hydrophones record the acoustic energy of moving particle impacting76

other particles (Geay, 2013), whereas impact sensors record the energy transmitted by mov-77
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ing grains to an impact structure (e.g., a pipe, a plate or a coloumn). The sensor fixed on78

the structure is usually a microphone (Mizuyama et al., 2003, 2010a,b), a geophone (Ricken-79

mann et al., 2014) or an accelerometer (Beylich and Laute, 2014). A comprehensive review80

can be found in Gray et al. (2010). The development of impact sensors is, to our knowledge,81

devoted to field applications.82

This study aims to investigate the use of impact plates as an alternative to video-based83

technology for bedload transport monitoring during flume experiments. Our motivation84

is to develop a simple and robust technology that can provide continuous measurements85

of bedload transport rate over long periods of time. The impact plate used in this study86

presents the advantages of being less expensive, easier to operate and less demanding in87

terms of computational resources than the camera monitoring system.88

The number of moving particles and the bedload transport rate are measured during89

several flume experiments. These variables are then used to test the performance of each90

method. The impact plate is mounted vertically at the flume outlet, a configuration that has,91

to the best of our knowledge, never been documented. This novel configuration is expected to92

yield better results than impact plates set in flush with the bed. The video-based technique93

consists in a camera that takes top view images of the grains moving over a white board94

placed horizontally at the flume outlet. A particle tracking algorithm is subsequently applied95

to the images.96

2 METHODS97

2.1 Experimental setup98

Experiments were carried out in a 2.5-m long and 8-cm wide tilting flume (Fig. 1). The99

flume outlet was obstructed by an 11-cm high metal plate that retained the mobile bed. The100

upper part of the plate was drilled to drain the bed and avoid resurgence of the subsurface flow101

near the downstream end of the flume. The water discharge was supplied by a recirculating102

pump and monitored using an EH Promag 50 flowmeter (0.01 L/s uncertainty). Sediment103

was fed into the flume by a calibrated sediment feeder mounted upstream.104
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Sediment was collected at the flume outlet over 30 s time intervals (1 s uncertainty)105

using filtering baskets operated manually. Each sediment sample was dried and weighted106

(0.01 g uncertainty). The average bedload transport rate Qs over 30 s (3.4% uncertainty)107

was then computed for each sample. Additionally, top view images of each sediment sample108

scattered over a table lit from above were taken. The number of grains Npart, the projected109

area of the grains and the grain-size distribution were subsequently determined by image110

processing. The measurements obtained by collecting sediment are the reference against111

which the impact plate and camera measurements are compared.112

2.2 Instrumentation113

Impact plate114

The impact plate (Fig. 2) consists of an accelerometer and a perforated steel plate,115

both fixed on an aluminium support plate. The accelerometer is housed in a water-proof116

aluminium box. The impact plate was mounted vertically 6 cm downstream of the lower117

end of the flume, in such a way that the grains flushed out from the flume hit the perforated118

grid only once. The impact plate was insulated from the support frame by a rubber sheet119

to avoid the transmission of extraneous vibrations.120

The accelerometer used in this study was the Three Axis Low-g Micromachined Ac-121

celerometer (MMA7361LC) manufactured by Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. The vibrations122

due to the grains impacting the plate were monitored by recording the acceleration in the123

flume direction. Data logging was performed in volt using a National Instrument acquisition124

board with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz.125

Camera126

A white board (8 cm wide and 10 cm long) was mounted horizontally at the flume outlet127

and illuminated from above by a halogen lamp. A Basler A504k camera took top view images128

of the grains moving over the white board, just before they hit the impact plate. The frame129

rate was set to 50 fps, which was sufficient to capture each grain at least on two images. The130

camera was placed 72.2 cm above the white board and remotely controlled by a National131
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Instrument acquisition board.132

2.3 Experimental procedure133

Six experimental runs were conducted. During each experiment, the water discharge, the134

sediment feed rate and the flume angle were kept constant. The bedload transport rate at135

the flume exit was monitored in parallel by the impact plate, the camera and the sediment136

collection. The experimental parameters were changed from one run to another in order to137

generate various ranges of bedload transport intensities. The flow conditions were turbulent138

and supercritical.139

Each first three experiments (runs 1 to 3) lasted 20 min. The bed material was made of140

moderately sorted natural-gravel of various shapes and colors. The grain-size distribution141

characteristics were: d30 = 5.2 mm, d50 = 6.0 mm, d90 = 7.7 mm, dm = 5.5 mm and142

σg = 1.2 mm. The flume angle was set to 8.0% and the water discharge was set to 0.5 L/s.143

Each last three experiments (runs 4 to 6) lasted 10 min. The bed material was made of144

uniform glass beads, dyed black, with a diameter of 4 mm. The flume width was reduced to145

4 mm. Runs 4 and 5 were identical with a water discharge set to 0.2 L/s and a flume angle146

set to 4.5%. For run 6, the water discharge was increased to 0.4 L/s and the flume angle147

was decreased to 3.5%.148

2.4 Data processing149

Impact plate150

The impact of a single grain on the impact plate generates vibrations that result in151

oscillations of the accelerometer signal. Therefore, several proxies for bedload transport can152

be computed from the signal after post-treatment (Rickenmann et al., 2014). In this study,153

we consider the number of pulses, the number of impulses and the integral of the signal. An154

impulse is defined as an oscillation above a threshold amplitude value. An impact generates155

several impulses, which together form a pulse. The proxies are aggregated over 30 s time156

intervals in order to be compared with the measurements derived from the sediment collection157

at the flume outlet (Npart and Qs).158
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The frequencies of the oscillations due to a particle impact typically fall in the 400-159

700 Hz, 1500-3000 Hz and 4000-5000 Hz ranges. The oscillations are attenuated over a160

period of about 20 ms in the first range of frequencies, and of about 10 ms in the last ranges.161

Therefore, the number of oscillations per single impact is about four times greater, and162

the attenuation period is about two times shorter, for the highest frequencies. Additionally,163

high-pass filters above 1000 Hz were found the most efficient for background-noise reduction.164

Hence, only the highest frequencies are considered in the signal post-treatment.165

The number of pulses in the signal is indicative of the number of impacts on the impact166

plate (i.e., the number of particles). The signal post-treatment includes the following steps:167

(1) background-noise reduction using a 8-order high-pass Butterworth filter at 1750 Hz, (2)168

signal smoothing using a 10 ms moving average, (3) detection of the pulses greater than 4 mV169

and wider than 7.5 ms. The number of pulses detected over 30 s time intervals (Npart,acc) is170

then computed.171

The number of impulses was demonstrated to correlate well with the bedload transport172

rate (Rickenmann et al., 2014). In this study, it is calculated from the accelerometer signal173

as follow: (1) background-noise reduction using a 8-order high-pass Butterworth filter at174

4000 Hz, (2) detection of the impulses that exceed a threshold value of 10 mV. The number175

of impulses detected over 30 s time intervals (Nimp) is then computed, along with the integral176

of the filtered signal (when it exceeds the threshold value).177

Camera178

The camera takes 50 top view images per second of the particles moving over the 8×10 cm179

white board placed at the outlet of the flume. The images are transformed in real-time180

into binary images and the ratio of black pixels over white pixels is stored. This ratio is181

subsequently averaged over 30 s time intervals. This variable is named the activity and182

denoted by A.183

If we assume that the particle velocities over the white board is constant, the activity184

A is proportional to the bedload transport rate. The hypothesis of the constant velocity is185
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justified in our case since the flow over the white board is steady during each run and since186

the grain-size distribution of the different mixtures used is, at least, relatively narrow.187

The raw images taken by the camera are also stored and a particle tracking algorithm188

is applied during post-processing. The number of moving particle detected over 30 s time189

intervals (Npart,cam) is computed, along with the average projected area and the mean velocity190

of each particle.191

3 RESULTS192

The impact plate and the camera measurements for the number of particles and the193

bedload transport rate are presented in this section. The measurements derived from the194

sediment collection at the flume outlet (Npart and Qs) are used as a reference to assess the195

precision of the impact plate and the camera methods.196

3.1 Number of particles197

The number of particles flushed out from the canal over 30 s intervals (Npart) was mea-198

sured with the impact plate (Npart,acc) and the camera (Npart,cam). The results are presented199

in Fig. 3. The experiments with glass beads (runs 4-6) and with natural gravel (runs 1-3)200

are different since measurements in the latter can be affected by variation in grain size and201

shape. Both methods are direct measurements but may require calibration. The regression202

curves between the measured and the actual values of the variable are therefore computed203

and compared against the y = x curve. The coefficients of determination (R2) and the204

standard errors (SE) are summarized in Table. 1.205

Calibration and measuring precision206

Regression analysis for the glass bead experiments shows a linear relationship between207

Npart,cam and Npart, and between Npart,acc and Npart (Fig. 3b and 3d). The measuring precision208

is comparable for the two methods (standards errors < 5 grains/30-sec). However, the impact209

plate underestimates the number of particles and requires calibration, whereas the regression210

curve for the camera matches the y = x curve.211
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For the natural gravel experiments, the range of Npart values is wider. The calibration212

curve is quadratic for the impact plate and linear for the camera (Fig. 3a and 3c). The213

measuring precision is slightly higher for the first method (the standard errors are respectively214

11.4 and 14.0 grains/30-sec).215

The measuring precision is lower for natural gravel than for glass beads. This was ex-216

pected since beads uniform in size, shape and color are easier to detect than natural grains217

(for both methods). The slight underestimation of the camera measurements is due to the218

small grains and light color grains that can be missed. The quadratic calibration curve219

of the impact plate indicates that the sensor saturates for high bedload transport rates220

(> 60 grains/30-sec).221

Saturation of the impact plate222

The saturation of the impact plate is likely due to the arrival of grain clusters. Indeed,223

when several grains hit the sensor over a very short time, it can be difficult to distinguish224

the different impacts in the accelerometer signal. This hypothesis is tested comparing the225

cluster rates with the errors of prediction Npart,acc −Npart.226

The cluster rate in each 30 s sample is defined as the proportion of grains whose inter-227

arrival time is less than 60 ms. This threshold value was chosen so that the correlation with228

the errors of prediction is maximized. Note that it is of the same order of magnitude as the229

duration of an impact, which is physically significant.230

The cluster rates are computed based on the camera measurements, which accurately231

estimate the number of particles. Only the samples for which Npart,cam = Npart ± 10%232

are taken into account for consistency (48 samples for the glass bead experiments and 63233

samples for the natural gravel experiments).234

The errors of prediction are compared with the cluster rates for the glass bead experiments235

(Fig. 4). Note that they cannot be affected by variation in grain size and shape in this236

case. The positive residuals are not taken into account (46 remaining samples). The result237

indicates a strong negative correlation that can be described by a power law (R2 = 0.87238
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and standard error = 4.7 grains).239

This observation indicates that grain clusters are the main cause for the saturation of240

the impact plate. Additionally, the cluster rate is found to be linearly correlated with the241

number of particles (correlation coefficient r = 0.95). This was expected since the probability242

of observing short inter-arrival times increases with the number of particles.243

Correction for grain clusters244

In order to take into account the saturation effect due to grain clusters, Npart,acc is cor-245

rected for each sample using the power law derived for glass beads (y = −227.7x2.5) and246

the cluster rate as follow:247

N corr
part,acc = Npart,acc + 227.7(cluster rate)2.5.

For glass beads, the relation between N corr
part,acc and Npart is linear (R2 = 1.00) and248

matches the y = x curve (Fig. 5). The standard errors of the calibration curves for N corr
part,acc249

(linear) and Npart,acc (quadratic) are comparable (respectively 4.7 and 3.9 grains/30-s).250

The same correction is applied to the impact plate measurements for the natural gravel251

experiments. However, since there is likely a minimum size for detection, the cluster rates252

have to be computed by ignoring the smallest fraction of the grains.253

The projected area of the grains is used here as a proxy for grain size since it can be254

directly calculated from the camera measurements. The errors of prediction Npart,acc −Npart255

are compared with the adjusted cluster rates for several grain size threshold values. The256

relationship is found similar to the one for glass beads when grains smaller than 25 mm2 are257

ignored (Fig. 6b).258

Npart,acc for natural gravel is then corrected by using the adjusted cluster rates and259

the power law derived for glass beads (Fig. 7). The relationship with Npart matches the260

y = x curve (R2 = 0.92 and standard error = 36.5 grains). This supports our conclusion261

that grain clusters cause saturation of the impact plate. Furthermore, it enlightens the fact262
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that the fine fraction of the natural gravel is not (or partially) detected by the accelerometer.263

Minimum grain size for detection264

In order to evaluate the minimum grain size detected by the impact plate, the number265

of grain measured in each sample (Npart) is corrected (Npart,corr) by ignoring the smallest266

fraction. The projected area of the grains is used as a proxy for grain size (see previous267

section). The quadratic calibration curve for Npart,acc and Npart,corr is then computed for268

different area threshold values. The relationship between the standard error and the area269

treshold value is presented in Fig. 8.270

It indicates that the standard error is minimized for an area threshold value of 12 mm2,271

which corresponds to an average diameter of 4 mm. This value can therefore be interpreted272

as the minimum grain size for detection for the natural gravel mixture. It is coherent with273

the value estimated in the previous section (15 mm2).274

Note that the beads are detected by the impact plate although they are 4 mm in diameter.275

This is because the gravel grains are flat. Their mass is therefore less than the one of spherical276

beads of the same average diameter (the size is used as a proxy for the mass which is the277

limiting factor for detection). No minimum grain size for detection by the camera could be278

computed with the gravel mixture used in this study.279

3.2 Bedload transport rate280

The bedload transport rate at the outlet of the flume is measured indirectly by the camera281

and the impact plate. The proxies are respectively the activity A and the number of impulses282

Nimp. In this section, they are compared with the reference values of the bedload transport283

rate Qs. All variables are averaged over 30 s time intervals for comparison.284

Calibration and measuring precision285

For the glass bead experiments, the relationships between A and Qs, and between Nimp286

and Qs, are both linear (Fig. 9). The measuring precision is higher for the camera than for287

the impact plate (standard errors are respectively 20 and 60 mg/s, and R2 coefficients are288
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respectively 0.99 and 0.94). However, when only one experiment is considered, the precision289

of the two measurement methods is comparable. This is because the regression curve of the290

impact plate varies from one experiment to another.291

It indicates a dependence of the calibration curve on the water discharge and/or the292

flume angle since they are the only parameters that changed. One can expect the pressure293

of the water jet on the metallic plate to modify the vibratory response of the device, and the294

flume angle to change the accelerometer signal since only the acceleration in the horizontal295

direction is logged.296

For the natural gravel experiments, the camera settings were changed from one exper-297

iment to another to adjust for the ambient luminosity. As a consequence, the calibration298

curves differ. Experiment 3, which recorded the widest range of bedload discharge values,299

is chosen for the comparison of the two measurement methods (Fig. 10). Nimp and A are300

both linearly correlated with Qs (R2 > 0.98), but the impact plate is more precise (stan-301

dard error = 0.16 g/s) than the camera (standard error = 0.24 g/s). No saturation effect is302

observed within the range of values studied.303

Effect of grain size and velocity304

The relation between the particle size and the accelerometer response is first studied305

using the data derived from the sediment collected at the flume outlet. For each 30 s306

sample of the natural gravel experiments, the number of grains and the average grain size307

are computed. The average grain size is then compared with the average number of impulses308

per grain (Fig. 11b) and with the integral of the signal divided by the number of grains. The309

correlation coefficients r are respectively 0.67 and 0.74. It indicates that when coarser grains310

impact the sensor, the number of oscillations in the signal is higher and their amplitudes311

tend to be larger.312

The effect of particle size and velocity on the accelerometer response is further studied313

by matching the camera measurements with the accelerometer measurements. Particle size314

and velocity data are thus available for a number of impacts in the accelerometer signal. The315
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number of impulses, the integral of the filtered signal when it exceeds the threshold value of316

10 mV and the maximum amplitude of the filtered signal are computed for each impact.317

The particle velocity distribution for the glass bead experiments is normal and defined318

by a mean value of 0.4 m/s and a standard deviation of 0.04 m/s. Within this range of319

values, the number of impulses per impact is not correlated with the particle velocity. Note320

that there are no particle size effect for the glass bead experiments. For the natural gravel321

experiments, the range of particle velocity values is wider (mean = 0.5 m/s and standard322

deviation = 0.09 m/s). The particle velocity and the number of impulses per impact are323

also found to be independent. Additionally, the particle velocity neither correlates with the324

integral of the signal nor the maximum amplitude for any of the experiments.325

The effect of particle size on the accelerometer response is studied for the natural gravel326

experiments. The matching of the accelerometer and the camera measurements yields good327

results for run 2 (300 matches). The result (Fig. 11a) indicates that the particle size is posi-328

tively correlated with the number of impulses per impact (correlation coefficient r = 0.76).329

The correlation with the integral of the signal and the maximum amplitude shows a positive330

tendency, but the relation is too noisy to draw any conclusion.331

4 DISCUSSION332

4.1 Comparison of the two measurement techniques333

In this section, the results from the impact plate and the camera are compared for the two334

variables of interest: the number of particles and the bedload transport rate. The comparison335

is performed based on the results obtained for the experiments with natural gravel. Indeed,336

the latter are more representative of usual experimental conditions when studying bedload337

transport in a gravel-bed flume. The advantages and disadvantages of each technique are338

then discussed.339
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Number of particles340

The bedload transport rate is often defined as the number of particles moving across a341

given cross-section, or in a given control volume, over a certain period of time (e.g., Ancey342

et al., 2008). It is then usually measured using video-based techniques (e.g., Heyman et al.,343

2014). In this study, we show that the impact plate and the camera measurements have the344

same standard error, which is less than 3 grains/30-sec when the bedload transport rate is345

below 30 grains/30-sec. The results are compared over 30 s time intervals for consistency346

(see previous section).347

The impact plate sensor was found to saturate because of the arrival of grain clusters for348

high bedload transport rates (> 2 grains/s). We recall that the 90 percentile of the number349

of particles recorded per 30 s sample was 325 grains/30-sec (the maximum was 955 grains/30-350

sec). This saturation effect can be taken into account using a quadratic calibration curve351

instead of a linear calibration curve. The measuring precision of the impact plate is then352

comparable to the one of the camera and both standard errors are below 14 grains/30-sec.353

For rates below 1 grains/s, both techniques performed very well. Beylich and Laute354

(2014) observed the same result when testing an impact plate in a flume. However, they355

indicated that for higher rates, their device could only detect the start and end of bedload356

transport. This study show that good results can be obtained by the impact plate for higher357

rates (up to 10 grains/s), although saturation of the sensor occurs.358

In this study, the level of saturation (i.e., the cluster rate) is modelled as a function359

of the number of moving particles during a given time interval (30 s in our case), which360

is an approximation. The cluster rate depends on the inter-arrival time of the moving361

particles during the time interval. Therefore, we believe the camera technique is a more362

robust method to measure the number of grains, especially for grain transport rates above363

1 grain/s. A saturation effect is also likely to occur for the camera (e.g., if moving grains364

overlap), but for much higher rates than the impact plate.365
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Bedload transport rate366

The bedload transport rate is commonly expressed as an average mass (or volume) of367

sediment transported per unit time over a certain period of time. In this study, we compare368

the bedload transport rates averaged over 30 s time intervals, which is the sediment weighing369

frequency. We recall that the number of impulses (impact plate) and the activity (camera)370

are the chosen proxies for the bedload transport rate.371

The impact plate measurements are more precise than the camera measurements. The372

third experiment, with natural gravel, is chosen as an example for comparison. The bedload373

transport rates recorded range from 0 to 7.17 g/s, or from 0 to 89 gs−1m−1 if expressed per374

unit width. Given the average mass of the gravel grains (0.23 g), this range is considered375

relatively large for a flume experiment.376

Within this range of bedload transport rate values, the relative standard errors of mea-377

surement vary little. They are between 2.3-2.6% for the impact plate and 3.5-3.8% for the378

camera. Therefore, the impact plate performs better than the camera, even for relatively379

high bedload transport rates. The lowest accuracy of the camera can be partially due to the380

variability in the particle velocity at the outlet of the flume. Indeed, the bedload transport381

rate is a function of the product of the activity and the particle velocity.382

It is interesting to note that the impact plate doesn’t saturate when measuring the383

bedload transport rate, whereas it does when measuring the number of particles. This384

indicates that the number of impulses is a robust proxy of the bedload transport rate, as385

reported by Rickenmann et al. (2014). For even higher rates, both measurement techniques386

are expected to saturate and neither would be appropriate. Note that the accuracy of the387

impact plate measurements are difficult to compare with the literature since most authors388

used impact plate under field conditions and only reported the coefficients of determination389

of the calibration curves (which depend on the number of samples).390
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Further considerations391

The impact plate and the camera yield measurements of comparable precision and de-392

mand similar efforts for implementation. Other considerations are therefore discussed.393

The impact plate has the advantage of being more cost-effective and of demanding less394

computational resources than the camera. Indeed, the latter requires a camera device, which395

can be pricey, and the image storage and processing cost digital memory and computation396

time. Note that the need for computational resources can be reduced by computing the397

activity (i.e., the proxy for bedload transport) for each image in real-time. However, applying398

a particle tracking algorithm to the raw images during post-processing can provide grain size399

and velocity data, which can be of interest.400

The major advantage of the impact plate compared to the camera is the minor dependence401

of the calibration curve on the device settings (once the device is mounted). Indeed, the402

calibration curve of the camera depends on the camera settings (e.g., the aperture, the403

shutter speed and the image resolution) and on the ambient luminosity. The latter can be404

particularly difficult to control.405

The calibration curve of the impact plate depends on experimental settings such as the406

grain size and, to a lesser extent, the liquid discharge. It implies that the calibration curve407

has to be verified, and adjusted if necessary, when these parameters are changed. For the408

camera, only the water height at the outlet of the flume can potentially affect the calibration409

curve.410

Note that the impact plate cannot detect grains smaller than a certain size. In this study,411

it is estimated to around 4 mm in average diameter. No minimum size could be computed412

for the camera with the gravel mixture used. We observed that light color grains can be413

missed by the video-based technique. Moreover, the bedload transport rate measured by the414

camera depends on the grain shapes since it is based on the projected areas.415

The impact plate is more likely to saturate than the camera. Indeed, in the first case,416

the sensor saturates when the inter-arrival of the grain is very short. In the second case, it417
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occurs when the grains overlap, which is more rare.418

As a conclusion, when to use of one or the other method depends on the experimental419

setup. We suggest the use of the impact plate for the long-term monitoring (e.g., several420

hours) of bedload transport rates, under the condition that the bed material is sufficiently421

coarse and the range of liquid discharges is relatively narrow. The camera is more appropriate422

when the experiments are of shorter duration and when grain size and velocity data are423

needed.424

4.2 Impact plate425

Several authors used impact plates to monitor bedload transport. However, these studies426

were, to our knowledge, motivated by field applications, whereas the impact plate presented427

here is essentially devoted to laboratory experiments.428

This results in two major differences. Firstly, impact plates conceived for field experi-429

ments are set in flush with the bed (horizontal configuration). In this study, the impact plate430

was mounted vertically at the outlet of the flume. This latter configuration is not adapted431

to field conditions. Indeed, its use is limited to a restricted range of liquid discharge and432

grain sizes depending on its setup. Moreover, it would require a weir, which can generate433

substantial costs.434

Secondly, impact plates for field application are designed to resist great mechanical435

stresses and to monitor the movement of coarse grains (e.g., > 10 mm in diameter). The436

bed material used in flume experiments is generally finer than the material found in natural437

gravel-bed rivers (because of the geometric similarity). As a consequence, the device used438

here was designed to monitor the transport of relatively fine gravel (< 10 mm in diameter).439

Given the considerations above, one should be careful when comparing the impact plate440

presented here with other devices developed for field applications.441

The response of the accelerometer signal to the impact of particles in our case is similar to442

the response of the output signal of field impact plates. The signal post-processing algorithms443

are therefore comparable. As in other studies, the number of particles is herein directly444
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obtained by counting the number of pulses (i.e., impacts) in the signal.445

Post-processing for bedload transport rates is less straightforward. For instance, Rick-446

enmann et al. (2014) proposed several proxies for bedload transport rates: the number of447

impulses over a treshold amplitude, the integral of the signal and the quadratic integral of448

the signal. The primer was found the most robust proxy. This study supports this result:449

the number of impulses was found to be be linearly correlated with the bedload transport450

rate.451

The use of horizontal impact plates is not limited to field conditions. They have been452

successfully used in laboratory flumes (Beylich and Laute, 2014; Tsakiris et al., 2014; Barrière453

et al., 2015), usually for tests before implementation in the field. The main advantage of454

the horizontal configuration is that the device can be placed along any cross-section of the455

flume, whereas the device in a vertical configuration can be only mounted at the lower456

end of the flume. However, the vertical configuration is non-intrusive while the horizontal457

one modifies locally the bed. Moreover, the vertical configuration has several important458

advantages detailed below. Indeed, this configuration reduces the variability in the signal459

response to the impact of a same particle.460

Beylich and Laute (2014) observed in their experiment that moving particles could impact461

the impact plate more than one time, which obviously leads to an overestimation of the462

measurement. This effect is almost absent for a vertical configuration of the impact plate.463

Authors (Rickenmann et al., 2014; Tsakiris et al., 2014) reported that the particle464

transport-mode (e.g., rolling or saltating) can affect the response of the impact plate. In465

the vertical configuration, all the particles hit the impact plate in the same manner. The466

variability in the signal response due to the transport-mode is eliminated.467

The impact plate response depends on the particle velocity at the moment of impact468

(Beylich and Laute, 2014; Rickenmann et al., 2014). In the vertical configuration, this source469

of variability is reduced compared to the horizontal configuration. Indeed, since the particle470

velocity depends highly on the flow velocity, we believe that the particle velocity distribution471
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on the particles flushed out from the flume is narrower than the one of the particles hitting472

a horizontal impact plate placed somewhere along the bed. No effect of particle velocity was473

observed in this study.474

A central question concerning the calibration of impact plates is the effect of grain size on475

the signal response. We show in this study, as pointed by other authors (e.g., Rickenmann476

et al., 2014), that the size of the hitting particle is positively correlated to the number of477

impulses per impact. As a consequence, the precision of the measurement is reduced. This478

effect is a function of the grain size distribution. For a given grain size distribution, this479

effect is accounted for in the confidence interval of the calibration curve.480

5 CONCLUSION481

Our results have shown that the impact plate and the camera perform well at measuring482

the bedload transport rate and the number of particles under laboratory conditions as long483

as the bedload transport intensity is not too high. The signal recorded by the impact plate484

saturates as soon as particles do not impact the plate individually, but collectively in the485

form of clusters. Since the grain clustering rate is related to the number of particles, this486

saturation effect can be corrected using a quadratic equation instead of a linear equation for487

the calibration curve.488

The impact plate presented in this study is mounted vertically instead of horizontally,489

as is the case in other studies. Its use is therefore limited to laboratory conditions and to490

measurements at the flume outlet. Several advantages arise from this new configuration: it491

is non-intrusive, particles hit the sensor only once, there is no effect of the particle mode of492

transport on the accelerometer signal, and the variability in the particle velocities and the493

particle trajectories at the moment of impact is reduced. In agreement with other studies,494

the number of impulses in the accelerometer signal was found to be a robust proxy for the495

bedload transport transport rate, and a positive effect of the grain size on the accelerometer496

signal was observed.497

The disadvantages of the camera compared to the impact plate include the price, the498
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need for extended computational resources, the dependence of the calibration curve on the499

device settings (e.g., ambient luminosity), and the restriction to dark color grains. Moreover,500

when using the activity as the proxy for the bedload transport rate, the calibration curve501

depends on the grain velocity.502

The drawbacks of the impact plate include the dependence of the calibration curve on the503

experimental settings (e.g., grain size and velocity), the possible saturation of the sensor for504

high bedload transport rates and the minimum grain size for detection. Moreover, the camera505

can provide complementary data about grain size and velocity when a particle tracking506

algorithm is applied to images (which requires computational resources). The computation507

of particles size from impact plate measurements has shown promising results (Wyss et al.,508

2016), but are so far limited to wide grain-size distributions.509

As a conclusion, the impact plate can be used as an alternative to video-based techniques510

when the experimental setup is compatible with vertical plates. We recommend the impact511

plate for the continuous monitoring of bedload transport rates over long periods of time.512

The camera technique is better suited to short experiments when particle size and velocity513

are of interest.514
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TABLE 1: Summary of the regression analysis between the number of grains measured by
the accelerometer and the camera, and the actual number of grains.

Variable Run Ns
a R2 SEb Regression curve

Npart,cam 1-3 (gravel) 120 0.99 13.98 y = 0.91x+ 3.91
Npart,cam 4-6 (beads) 50 1.00 4.63 y = 1.02x+ 0.36
Npart,acc 1-3 (gravel) 120 0.97 20.02 y = 0.73x+ 13.16
Npart,acc 1-3 (gravel) 120 0.99 11.38 y = −0.0003x2 + 0.95x+ 1.67
Npart,acc 4-6 (beads) 50 0.99 4.80 y = 0.85x+ 10.72
Npart,acc 4-6 (beads) 50 1.00 3.93 y = −0.0004x2 + 1.00x− 0.60
a number of samples
b standard error in grains/30-sec
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the experimental setup.
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FIG. 2: Picture of the impact plate mounted vertically at the flume outlet.
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FIG. 3: The relationship between the number of grains flushed out from the canal and (a)
the number of grains measured by the accelerometer for natural gravel, (b) the number of
grains measured by the accelerometer for glass beads, (c) the number of grains measured
by the camera for natural gravel, and (c) the number of grains measured by the camera for
glass beads. The solid lines are the 1:1 curves representing the perfect fit and the dashed
lines are the regression curves (equations are given in Table. 1).
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FIG. 4: The relationship between the errors of prediction Npart,acc − Npart and the cluster
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FIG. 5: The relationship between the corrected number of grains measured by the ac-
celerometer and the actual number of grains flushed out from the canal for glass beads. The
solid line is the 1:1 curve representing the perfect fit.
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FIG. 9: The relationship between the bedload transport rate Qs and (a) the number of
impulses Nimp, and (b) the activity A, for glass beads. The solid lines are the linear regression
curves.
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FIG. 11: The relationship between the number of impulses per impact and the particle
projected area for 300 grains from run 2 (a); and the relationship between the average
number of impulses per impact and the average particle projected area for the 120 samples
from runs 1-3 (b). The solid lines are the linear regression curves.
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